
Thank you for your purchase of the GIA Smart Strip Set, powered by GIA’s proprietary Energy Resonance Technology (ERT™).  
Please make sure to read ALL of the following instructions (front and back) to ensure proper use, as well as long term, repeat 
usability of your GIA Smart Strips.   

Your Set contains 5 Smart Strips in 3 different sizes (3 circles, 1 band, and 1 large patch), to provide you with the appropriate 
sizes for your body’s different needs.  In addition to the information below, the back of this instructional sheet will walk you 
through the proper application of the Smart Strips on your body, as well as how to both remove and store them properly. 

Each Smart Strip Consists of 3 Components: 

The Transparent, Non-Removable Laminate
This laminate is designed to protect your Smart 
Strips fabric from dirt, grease, moisture, etc. 
When used/cared for as directed, it will remain 
affixed to the Smart Strip fabric.*

The Nude-Colored ERT-charged Fabric 
The strip’s fabric is the heart of the energetically 
functional component of your Smart Strips.* 

The Temporary “EZ-Place” Adhesive
This medical-grade adhesive is designed to 
serve as a placement/positioning aid on your 
body. It allows you to temporarily place the 
Smart Strips on your body so that you’re then 
able to securely adhere/affix them to your body 
with either skin-friendly adhesive tape, an ACE™ 
bandage, wrap, gauze, band aids, etc (not 
included in Smart Strip Set). Please note that 
the temporary adhesive IS NOT designed to 
serve as the permanent way of keeping your 
Smart Strips adhered/affixed to your body.*

WARNING: DO NOT ATTEMPT TO SEPARATE THE TRANSPARENT 
LAMINATE FROM THE SMART STRIP FABRIC. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO 
STRETCH, TEAR, CUT, OR ALTER THE PREDETERMINED SHAPE OF THE 
SMART STRIPS IN ANY WAY.  ANY OF THE ABOVE  WILL VOID YOUR 
PRODUCT WARRANTY.

Cleaning Instructions:
Provided you use and handle your 
Smart Strips as directed, you should 
not have to clean them. If you desire 
to clean them anyway, please carefully 
mist GIA i-H2O on the laminate and 
gently wipe off any residue with a soft 
cloth or a paper towel.  GIA i-H2O may 
also be used to gently clean the 
“EZ-Place” adhesive.  Avoid wiping or 
rubbing the adhesive.  Instead, after 
cleaning, allow the adhesive to air dry.  

Following cleaning and drying, place 
each strip into its designated space 
inside the Smart Strip Set storage box 
until you’re ready to use them again. 
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Exposure to moisture may shorten the 
lifespan of your Smart Strip’s temporary 
adhesive.  Avoid showering, bathing, and 
partaking in strenuous exercise (perspiring) 
while wearing your GIA Smart Strips.

Avoid rubbing the bottom side of your 
Smart Strips. Doing so will inevitably 
damage the temporary adhesive and/or 
separate it from the Smart Strip fabric.  

GIA recommends you DO NOT wear the 
Smart Strips on your body during sleep, as 
you may cause damage to the strip and/or 
temporary adhesive.

Important Recommendations & Disclaimers

*



Step 1
At the upper right-hand corner (of the 1.9” x 6.5” band and large patch) and the upper right-hand edge (of the circles), 
gently slide the index finger of your right hand between the Smart Strip’s adhesive and the white packaging surface.  Now, 
while gently holding the corner of the Smart Strip between your thumb and your index finger, slowly pull the Smart Strip(s) 
towards you (away from the packaging). Now, gently remove the blue liner (triangle shape) from the Smart Strip(s).  
CAUTION: Avoid sliding your thumbnail between the Smart Strip fabric and the adhesive itself, as doing so will tear the 
“EZ-Place” adhesive off the back of the Smart Strip material, permanently damaging it.

Step 2
Once your Smart Strip(s) have been removed from the packaging, gently apply the adhesive side to the desired area of your 
body. Once the Strip is positioned to your liking, gently press down and smooth out every part of the strip, ensuring there 
are no air-pockets.  

Step 3:
To ensure your Smart Strip stays securely in place on your body, GIA strongly recommends you adhere/affix the Smart Strips 
using either skin-friendly adhesive tape, ACE™ bandage, wrap, gauze, band aids, etc. (not included in Smart Strip Set).

HOW TO  APPLY  THE  GIA  SMART  STRIPS™

HOW TO  REMOVE & STORE  THE  GIA  SMART  STRIPS™
Step 1
Once you have completed wearing the GIA Smart Strip(s), first remove any adhesive tape, ACE™ bandage, wrap, gauze, band 
aids, etc. that you used in order to securely adhere/affix them to your body. When done, gently slide your index finger 
between your skin and the edge of the Strip.  Gently holding the edge between your thumb and index finger, slowly pull 
the Smart Strip upward and away from your body, ensuring that the “EZ-Place” adhesive does not separate from the Smart 
Strip fabric. Please note that the unique composition of the temporary, medical-grade adhesive has been designed to make 
the removal of your Smart Strips from your skin pain-free, to not pull out hair, nor to leave residue on your skin.

Step 2
Once the Smart Strip(s) have been removed from your body, gently place them – adhesive side down – back into their 
designated space(s) inside the Smart Strip Set box. Once the Strip is positioned in its designated space, gently press down 
and smooth out every part of the strip - in particular its edges - making sure that there are no air-pockets and the Strip 
tightly adheres to the box’s white surface.  GIA recommends you store your Smart Strip Set in a cool location to ensure the 
strips’ adhesive, fabric and laminate do not overheat or dry out.  Proper storage of the Smart Strips will extend their usability 
and life-span.

Step 3
While the gentle, medical-grade adhesive on the back of your Smart Strip(s) is designed to leave no residue on your skin, we 
suggest nonetheless that you clean the area where your Smart Strip was placed with i-H2O (or another gentle skin cleanser).  
This will ensure optimal hygiene after extended Smart Strip usage.

While GIA Wellness takes pride in having a generous and legally-compliant product warranty and return policy on all its products, please note 
that GIA will not replace or exchange Smart Strips in any of the following events, all of which void product warranty:

   • The “EZ-Place” adhesive has been damaged or separated from the Smart Strip fabric
   • The protective laminate on top of the Smart Strip has been damaged or separated from the Smart Strip fabric
   • Smart Strip(s) have been lost or misplaced 

Proper application and storage of the Smart Strips will assure that you can enjoy their benefits for a long time.   If you have 
any questions regarding the application, removal, and/or storage of your GIA Smart Strips, please feel free to contact our 
friendly VIP Consultant Support Team by calling (760) 448-2498.
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